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Magnetoconductivity of two-dimensional electrons on liquid helium:
Experiments in the fluid phase
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The magnetoconductivitys(B) of two-dimensional electrons on liquid helium was measured from 0.25 to
1.3 K in the electron fluid phase in magnetic fields up to 8 T. In low magnetic fieldsB, s(0)/s(B)5
11(mB)2 as in the Drude model, wherem is the zero-field mobility due to scattering by4He vapor atoms and
ripplons, even formB@1. The values of mobility are in good agreement with previous measurements and with
calculations for a correlated electron fluid. At higher fields,s(0)/s(B) deviates from the Drude model and
becomes density dependent due to many-electron effects. Only at the highest fields, or the lowest densities,
doess(B) approach the theoretical single-particle magnetoconductivity. For both vapor-atom and ripplon
scattering the results are in good agreement with a microscopic many-electron theory in which the diffusion of
the cyclotron orbits is controlled by the internal fluctuational electric fields. The density and temperature
dependence of these internal fields derived from the experiments are in excellent agreement with Monte Carlo
simulations.@S0163-1829~97!06024-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional electrons in surface states above su
fluid helium form the simplest conducting system know
experimentally.1 Below 1 K the electrons are in the quantu
ground state of the potential well formed by the helium s
face and a vertical electric field. However, they are free
move horizontally with very high mobilitiesm, limited by
scattering from4He vapor atoms and by the thermal surfa
vibrations, or ripplons. For vapor atoms the scattering m
be regarded as almost ideal, short-range, and quasiel
while ripplon scattering is also well understood. At the ele
tron densities which are stable on bulk helium,n,
231013 m22, the electrons in the fluid phase are dilute~typi-
cal separation 1mm!, classical, and nondegenerate. Ho
ever, the electrons are strongly interacting via long-ran
Coulomb forces, with a macroscopic screening length de
mined by the distance to underlying metallic electrod
~'100mm in these experiments.! In most experiments, the
plasma parameter~the ratio of the characteristic unscreen
Coulomb energy to the kinetic energy!, G
5e2(pn)1/2/4p«0kT@1, while forG.127 ~low T! the sys-
tem forms a two-dimensional~2D! electron crystal.2 Given
the experimental flexibility and control over the density, te
perature, mobility, and magnetic field, this is an ideal syst
for investigating the influence of electron-electron intera
tions on fundamental transport properties.

In particular, recent data clearly indicates that electr
electron interactions, and the internal electric fields wh
they produce, have a dramatic influence on
magnetoresistivity3 and magnetoconductivity4,5 in this sys-
tem. A single-particle approach will not suffice. Experime
550163-1829/97/55~24!/16280~13!/$10.00
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tally, the low field magnetoconductivity and magnetoresist
ity follow the simple Drude model over a very wide range
conditions, even formB5vct<500, well in the range of
classically strong magnetic fields~vc5eB/m is the cyclo-
tron frequency!. This is rather surprising, given that Landa
level quantization should occur with energy levels atN
10.5) \vc for mB.1. The energy density of states wi
change dramatically with magnetic field and would be e
pected to enhance the elastic scattering rate, dependin
the width of the Landau levels. For independent electro
the only contribution to this width is the collision broade
ing, which can be found from the self-consistent Bo
approximation6 ~SCBA! or from the method of moments7

which give similar results. This approach works well for lo
mobility samples,8 though with some residual quantitativ
discrepancies, but at higher mobilities (20,m
,2000 m2/V s), the narrower collision width becomes le
than the energy spread given by the product of the ma
electron internal forceeEf and characteristic lengths such
the thermal de Broglie wavelength and the quantum m
netic length. This essentially smears out the density of st
and leads back to the Drude model for magnetic fields l
than someonset field B0 , which is typically 0.5 T for elec-
trons on helium. ForB.B0 , sxx becomes density depende
and 1/sxx is then directly proportional to the internal electr
field strength. At higher fields the collision width of the Lan
dau levels increases again and the independent elec
theory ~SCBA! does become valid. Previous measureme
and interpretations of the magnetoconductivity only cons
ered single-particle theories.9 The many-electron transpor
effects have been studied theoretically in the extreme qu
tum limit of strong magnetic field10 and interesting density
16 280 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 16 281MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . .
dependent effects were observed in cyclotron resonan11

Recently, the damping of edge magnetoplasmons has
used to determine the magnetoconductivitysxx ,

12 both in
the vapor-atom and ripplon scattering regimes, in go
agreement with the direct measurements repo
previously3,4 and in this paper and confirming the influen
of many-electron effects.

Recently a comprehensive many-electron theory of tra
port phenomena in strongly correlated classical and se
classical systems has been developed.13 In parallel with this
increased theoretical understanding we have also devel
the experimental techniques based on high-precision Cor
electrodes, fabricated using modern lithographic techniq
These new electrodes give improved experimental res
tion.

This paper describes measurements ofsxx from 0.25 to
1.3 K in the 2D electron fluid phase, at fields up to 8 T,
both the vapor-atom and ripplon scattering regimes. The
per is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give an accoun
the basic theoretical concepts underlying many-elect
magnetoconductivity within the framework of the Einste
diffusion relation. In Sec. III we describe the experimen
cell, the Corbino electrodes, and the experimental pro
dures. In Sec. IV we give the experimental results and a
lyze them in terms of the internal electric fields in the 2
system while in Sec. V we draw the main conclusions a
the Appendix gives some of the theoretical expressions u

II. MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY

A. Zero-field mobility

The zero-field mobilitym and the zero-field conductivity
s05nem in the 2D electron fluid have been measured
many authors using rectangular electrodes~the original
Sommer-Tanner technique14!, circular Corbino
electrodes,15,16the plasma linewidth,17 or a resonant cavity a
radio frequencies.18 The most detailed measurements in ze
field are those of Mehrotraet al.19 below 1 K, using frequen-
cies up to 2 MHz and by Stan and Dahm.20 The mobility is
strongly temperature dependent and varies from 1 m2/V s
just below thel point to over 2000 m2/V s at 0.1 K~depend-
ing on the density!. Within the single-particle approximation
the zero-field mobility has been calculated for vapor-at
and ripplon scattering by Saitoh,21 using the electron-ripplon
interaction22 which depends strongly on the perpendicu
electric pressing fieldE' . However, Buntar’et al.18 pointed
out that the electron-electron correlation time forn
>1012 m22 is less than the electron-ripplon relaxation tim
For an energy dependent interaction~such as with ripplons,
but not vapor atoms! this leads to a different average in th
expression form which can be a factor of 2 smaller than th
single-particle result~in Ref. 18 the effect was considered
terms of occasional electron-electron collisions as if the e
tron system were a weakly nonideal plasma!. For a strongly
correlated classical electron system the zero magnetic
scattering ratet0

21 is shown in the Appendix to be of th
form

t0
215

e2E'
2

4\as
F11

E1

E'

1
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2 G , ~1!
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whereas is the surface tension andE1 andE2 are explicit
integrals which are functions of the temperatureT and the
vertical pressing fieldE' as given in the Appendix. This
expression is valid for \vp /kT!1 where vp
5(e2n3/2/2«0m)

1/2 is the characteristic frequency of shor
wavelength 2D plasmons. However, the numerical values
the mobility given by Eq.~1! are very close to those from
Saitoh’s expressions21 and also the calculations done b
Mehrotraet al.19 For higher densities the motion of an ele
tron in the field of other electrons is no longer classical. T
analysis of this case is beyond the scope of the present pa

B. Conductivity as diffusion: The Einstein relation

The Drude model gives the magnetoconductivity of a
electron system~2DES! by assuming independent electro
in classical orbits in a magnetic field and a field-independ
scattering time. The tensor components of the magnetoc
ductivity s and magnetoresistivityr are as follows~the signs
of the components given are positive for negative charg
putting e5ueu!:

sxx5
s0

~11m2B2!
, syx5mBsxx , ~2a!

rxx5r0 , rxy5B/ne. ~2b!

These simple results act as benchmarks for our experim
to measuresxx . A useful parameter to plot experimentally
the ratione/ms which for the Drude model atmB@1 be-
comes

ne

ms~B!
'B2. ~3!

Conductivity in a 2D electron fluid is essentially a diffu
sion process. The Einstein relation between mobility and
diffusion constant for a system obeying Maxwell-Boltzma
statistics gives

sxx5
ne2

kT

L2

tB
, ~4!

whereL is the diffusion length andtB
21 is the scattering rate

in a field. In zero magnetic field, putting 2L2 equal to the
squared mean free path reproducess05nem. In a magnetic
field the diffusion length is given byL25Rc

2/2, whereRc

5(2mkT)1/2/eB is the classical cyclotron radius, fo
\vc /kT!1, while for \vc /kT@1, only the lowest Landau
level is occupied andL25 l 2/2 where l5(\/eB)1/2 is the
magnetic length. The various conductivity models cor
spond to selecting the value ofL and the scattering rate,23 as
shown in Table I. The Einstein model is, of course, equiv
lent to the orbit-center migration theory of Kuboet al.24 and
Ando et al.6

The Drude model, formB@1, is given by classical cyclo-
tron orbits andtB5t0 , which leads tone/ms5B2 as shown
in Table I. But the Drude model neglects the quantization
electron orbits into Landau levels, which changes the s
tering rate via the density of states. In the self-consist
Born approximation~SCBA! for d-function scatterers, as dis
cussed by Andoet al.6 for degenerate electrons, the Land
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16 282 55M. J. LEA et al.
levels are collision broadened to a widthDs5\/tB . Hence
the scattering rate is enhanced by a factor;\vc /Ds as the
electron states from an energy range\vc are concentrated
into Ds . For a semielliptical density of states6 at each Lan-
dau level this leads to the self-consistent result 1tB
5(2mB/p)1/2/t0 . An expression for the resultant magnet
conductivity for a nondegenerate 2D electron gas has b
given by van der Heijdenet al.25 The functional dependence
of ne/ms are given by the Einstein relation as shown
Table I. Scheuzgeret al.26 derived the corresponding expre
sions for Gaussian density of states, with slightly differe
prefactors~the factor 2/p becomes 1/2!. The original SCBA
theory was only valid forsxx /syx@1 but it has been ex
tended to all values of this ratio,27 keepingvctB@1, and
gave an excellent fit to data on edge-mode propagation
electrons on helium at temperatures above 1.7 K at very h
magnetic fields~up to 22 T!, where the vapor-atom scatterin
is very strong.25 It is our contention that as the mobilit
increases, electron-electron interactions become increas
important.

The corresponding SCBA theory for the magnetocond
tivity for ripplon scattering in the 2D electron fluid has be
given by Saitoh28 for \vc /kT.1, who also calculated
sxx(B) for the 2D solid phase.

C. Many-electron effects

In the relatively dilute 2DES on helium, there is neg
gible wave function overlap and the force on an individu
electron can be expressed in terms of a local fluctuating e
tric field Ef . The distribution ofEf for a classical norma
liquid has been obtained in several ways. Since fluctuati
in the system are thermal, and the field arises because o
electron-electron interactions, it is convenient to write t
mean-square field in the form

^Ef
2&5F~G!S 2mkTvp

2

e2 D 5F~G!S kTn3/24p«̄«0
D5F~G!E0

2,

~5!

TABLE I. 2D magnetoconductivity for short-range scatterin
using the Einstein relation, forvctB@1. s5(ne2/kT)(L2/tB);
Rc5(2mkT)1/2/eB; l5(\/eB)1/2.

Model L2
t0
tB

ne

ms

Drude-classical Rc
2 51 5B2

Drude-quantum l 2 51 }BT
Single electron
Landau levels
Classical orbits

Rc
2 }(mB)1/2

}
B3/2

m1/2

Single electron
Landau levels
Quantum orbits

l 2 }(mB)1/2
}
TB1/2

m1/2

Many-electron
Landau levels
Classical orbits
B@B0

Rc
2 }\vc /Dc

@Dc5eEfRc#
5pB0

2

B0
45

2m3kT^Ef
2&

\2e2

Many-electron
Landau levels
Quantum orbits

l 2 }\vc /Dq

@Dq5eEf l #
5

4B0
2

(\vc /kT)
1/2
en

t

or
h

gly

-

l
c-

s
the
e

where vp5(e2n3/2/2«0m)
1/2 is the 2D plasma frequenc

with a wave vectorq5n1/2 and«̄51.0286. The force driving
an electron can be calculated for largeG ~low T! in the 2D
crystal phase29 and arises because of the displacement of
electrons from the lattice sitesRi . In the harmonic approxi-
mation it is linear in the displacement, has a Gaussian dis
bution, andF(G)58.91, independent ofG. In the most in-
teresting range of the normal electron liquid and of t
melting transition the functionF(G) has been obtained from
Monte Carlo simulations in Ref. 30 and is plotted in Fig.
The variation ofF is surprisingly small in this range, varyin
from 9.1 atG5200 to 9.5 forG520 although the structure
of the system changes dramatically from a good crystal t
liquid whose correlations decay over a few electron spacin
Previous analyses and calculations of the many-elec
magnetoconductivity in the fluid phase invoked short-ran
order31 and used the valueF58.91.

The effects of these internal fields on the magnetotra
port can be considered in several ways. The basic ideas
be simply understood in terms of cyclotron orbit diffusio
The scattering rate for elastic scattering depends on the e
tron density of states or smearing of the Landau levels. In
single-particle SCBA this smearing is the Landau level c
lision width Ds5\/t. But for a fluctuating many-electron
field of magnitudeEf , there are other characteristic energie
For \vc /kT!1, the characteristic ‘‘size’’ of the electron i
the thermal de Broglie wavelength|T5\/A2mkT. Hence
there is a quantum uncertainty of the kinetic energy of
electron wave packetDK5|TeEf due to the fluctuating in-
ternal fields. ForDK.\vc , which corresponds tovp.vc ,
or B,0.23 T forn51012 m22, Landau level quantization is
smeared out and the orbit diffusion and magnetoconducti
are essentially the same as in the Drude formalism. Thi
also the case forDc5eEfRc.\vc , whereDc is the energy
variation across a cyclotron orbit radiusRc . The condition
Dc5\vc defines a characteristic magnetic fieldB0
59.6931026F1/4n3/8T1/2 T which is the onset field for mag
netoresistance and for deviations from Drude-like magne
conductivity, and lies between 0.2 and 1 T in these experi-

FIG. 1. The scaled mean square fieldF(G) from Monte Carlo
calculations. The asymptotic value ofF58.91 for a harmonic clas-
sical Wigner crystal is shown dashed. Inset: the field compon
distribution.
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55 16 283MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . .
ments. Only forDc<\vc do the Landau levels influence th
magnetoconductivity as the smearing of the Landau lev
becomes less than the level separation.3 ForB.B0 , the scat-
tering rate is then enhanced by a factortB

21/t0
21

'\vc /Dc , as shown in Table I, and we obtain the strikin
result

ne

ms~B!
5

tB
21

t0
21 B

25pB0
258.5031024EfAT, \vc /kT!1,

~6!

which may be compared with Eq.~3!. In this region,
ne/ms(B) is directly proportional to the rms internal electr
field Ef5^Ef

2&1/2 ~this result is strictly valid only for short-
range scatterers!.

In the quantum limit, \vc /kT.1, the characteristic
length scale is the magnetic lengthl . This affects the mag-
netoconductivitys in two ways. First the diffusion length
changes and this in itself would give magnetoresistance
deviations from the classical Drude model, even for fie
independent scattering, as in the quantum Drude mode
Table I. Also the energy spread across the cyclotron orb
Dq5eEl. Hence, forDq,\vc , we obtain~for short-range
scatterers!

ne

ms~B!
5

4B0
2

~\vc /kT!1/2
, \vc /kT@1. ~7!

Note thatne/ms is still proportional to the internal electri
field strengthEf .

In all cases the scattering rate increases with field an
the highest fields, the Landau level collision widthDs can
become greater thanDq and the SCBA result for quantum
orbit diffusion should then apply, as shown in Table I. It
also interesting to note that the scattering rate increases
magnetic field faster than the cyclotron frequency and he
the Hall angle5tan21(sxx/syx)5tan21(mB) in low fields, de-
creases asB increases.25 The Hall effect has been measure
in this system and there is strong experimental and theo
cal evidence that a linear Hall effect,rxy5B/ne is always
valid in a nondegenerate 2D electron fluid.

The internal field that drives an electron during its co
sion with a scatterer fully characterizes the effect of
electron-electron interaction on electron scattering provi
the field is uniform over the electron wavelength and do
not change during a collision. These conditions are met if
electron motion is classical or semiclassical. ForB50 this
requires that the change of the electron energy over a the
wavelength|T be small compared to the thermal energy,
eE|T!kT.32 This corresponds to the condition\vp!kT.
In this limit, the scattering rate~for short-range scatterers!
is only slightly enhanced by a factor 11(5F/
384p)(\vp /kT)

2'110.04(\vp /kT)
2 for vpt@1.13 How-

ever, the condition\vp /kT53.43108n3/4/T.1 can be
easily reached and this may account for some of the den
dependent scattering seen by Mehrotraet al.19 for
n.231012 m22.

Hence we see that the conductivity of a nondegenerate
electron gas depends on the relative magnitudes of four
evant energy scales: the thermal energykT, the character-
istic plasmon energy\vp5DK , the cyclotron energy\vc ,
ls
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and the energy variationseEf l tanh(\vc/2kT) across the elec-
tron wavelength. The next two sections give more detai
equations used in the analysis.

D. Vapor-atom scattering

The dominant scattering above 1 K comes from the4He
vapor atoms which act as almost ideal short-range scatte
centers. Because of the large mass ratio such scatterin
quasielastic. In the whole range of classical magnetic fie
\vc /kT!1, the normalized many-electron classical magn
toresistancermc* and magnetoconductivitysmc* can be written
in the form13

rmc* 5
rxx
r0

5m2B2smc* 5
tB

21

t0
21

5 (
s52`

`

„114p2s2~B0 /B!4…23/2, \vc /kT!1, ~8a!

B05F2m3kT^Ef
2&

\2e2 G1/4,
ne

ms~B!
5

tB
21

t0
21 B

25
B2

r*
, for vct@1. ~8b!

The normalized magnetoresistance is a function of the o
field B0 . ForB!B0 there is zero magnetoresistance, and
magnetoresistivity and magnetoconductivity follows t
Drude model. Deviations from the Drude model start forB
'B0 with a limiting value given by Eq.~6!.

For (B3kTm/eB0
4)tanh(\vc /kT)@1 and for arbitrary

\vc /kT the normalized many-electron quantum magneto
sistance is

rmq* 5
B2

4B0
2 S \vc

kT D 1/2J, ~9a!

ne

ms~B!
5

4B0
2

JA\vc /kT
, ~9b!

where the factorJ allows for the filling of the Landau levels
and is a function of\vc /kT; J51 in the quantum limit.
Equations~8! and ~9! agree exactly forB@B0 and\vc /kT
!1.

In the vapor-atom scattering regime above 1 K, the La
dau level collision widthDs is comparable with the energ
spread due to the internal electric fields, particularly abov
T. The Einstein relation givess}tB

21 in strongB. If the
cyclotron orbits have a spread of energiesD then the scatter-
ing rate is enhanced, due to the concentration of the den
of states, by a factor proportioned to\vc /D. If we write
D25(\tB

21)21Dm
2 as the sum of collision broadening an

many-electron effects then

1

tB
'

1

t0

\vc

ADm
2 1~\/tB!2

. ~10!
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16 284 55M. J. LEA et al.
ForDm50, this gives the SCBA resultss}Avct0, while for
many-electron fields only,sm}(\vc /Dm). In combination,
the total conductivitys is approximately given by

1

s2 5
1

sm
2 1

s2

ss
4 . ~11!

An alternative combination4 could also be used.

E. Ripplon scattering

The magnetoconductivity due to ripplon scattering diffe
from the vapor-atom scattering case in that we must al
for the finite correlation length of the random potential of t
ripplons. In zero field and for\vc /kT!1 the dominant scat
tering comes from ripplons whose wavelength is of the or
of ~or greater than! the thermal de Broglie wavelength, an
hence independent ofB and electron density. At 1 K these
ripplons have a wavelength>0.13mm, a frequency
<80 MHz, and an energy<0.004kT. Thus the magnetocon
ductivity behaves in a similar way to short-range scatteri
Eqs. ~2!, ~6!, and ~8!. For \vc /kT!1 and forB,B0 , the
‘‘Drude’’ model is followed, Eq.~2!, with a scattering rate
and mobility given by Eq.~1!. For B.B0 , ne/ms ap-
proaches an almost field-independent limit ass saturates.
Explicit expressions fors in the ripplon scattering regime
are given in the Appendix and a fuller account in Ref. 13

In the rangeB>B0 the results for ripplon scattering ar
somewhat different from the results for short-range scat
ing. But the functions21(B) still has a maximum. The rip-
plon magnetoconductivity has been analyzed in Ref. 13
the range of quantizing fields

ne

ms~B!
5

4B0
2

~\vc /kT!1/2
G~T,B,E'!, \vc /kT@1,

~12!

where the factorG(T,B,E') allows for the field-dependen
interaction from the changing wave vectorq of the scattering
ripplons. It is rather remarkable that this factor is relative
close to unity for a wide range of densities and fields. T
mobility used in Eq.~12! is the zero-field mobility, allowing
for many-electron effects and should be the mobility as m
sured from the Drude relation, Eq.~2!. The parameter
ne/ms is again proportional to the internal electric fie
strengthEf .

In the region from 0.8 to 1.1 K both ripplon and vapo
atom scattering are significant. From Eq.~2! the total con-
ductivity is just the sum of the two separate contributio
s5s11s2 . Allowing for the self-consistent combination o
many-electron and collision effects, as in Eq.~10!, the con-
tributionss1 ands2 can be estimated by solving two simu
taneous equations, wheresmi is the conductivity from the
i th scattering mechanism (i51,2) due to many-electron ef
fects alone, whilessi is the conductivity from the indepen
dent electron theory,

1

s i
2 5

1

smi
2 1

s2

ssi
4 . ~13!

Note that for many-electron effects alone this givess
5sm11sm2 , while for the SCBA single-particle approxi
mation with no many-electron fields,s25ss1

2 1ss2
2 .
w

r

,

r-

n

e

-

,

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Experimental cell

The experimental cell is shown in Fig. 2. It is made
OFHC copper and mounted on a dilution refrigerator insid
9 T superconducting magnet. The measurement electrodh
~see next section! are mounted in a copper base-platei about
100mm below the surface of the superfluid heliumh. Elec-
trical leads f are taken into the cell using stycast lea
throughs. All the leads to the electrodes were through 50V
coaxial cablesk to reduce the interlead capacitance. A to
plate c is situated 1.6 mm above the electrodes. Free e
trons are generated using a glow discharge from a 50mm
tungsten wirea at about2400 V. This operates betwee
1.25 and 1.6 K when the helium vapor pressure lies betw
1 and 7 mbar. A typical discharge current is 50 nA. T
electrons are thermalized and pass through a 100mm mesh
grid d, set in the top plate, into the experimental space. T
electrons are controlled by dc potentials on the electrod
the top plate and the base plate. The maximum, or satura
electron density occurs when the potential on the elect
sheet equals the top-plate voltageVT and is given byns
5««0VT /ed. In practice, the magnitude of the top-plate p
tential was usually increased after charging so thatn was
below the saturation density.

Ultrapure 4He ~Ref. 33! was used to fill the cell. The
3He content was exceptionally low. This was to avoid a
effects due to the formation of a3He-rich surface layer a
low temperatures, which might alter the mobility as fou
experimentally by Esel’sonet al.34

B. The Corbino-disk electrodes

The conductivity of the 2DES on liquid helium was me
sured using the circular Corbino disk geometry. To obt
precisely defined electrode structures, we used optical lith
raphy and the device fabrication techniques of t
Southampton University Microelectronics Centre.35 The ge-
ometry of the Corbino disk, with 6 coplanar electrodes
polished fused quartz, is shown in Fig. 3. A central~or drive!
electrodeA was surrounded by a ring electrodeE which also
separated the annular receiving electrodeB into three seg-
mentsB1, B2, andB3. Round these was a planar gua
electrodeG. Two metallic gold layers were deposited, ins
lated by an intervening SiO2 layer. The electrodes were all i
the upper metal layer. Electrical contact to the inner el
trodes was made along strips in the lower metal layer wh
ran under the guardG and electrodeE. These made contac

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental cell.
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55 16 285MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . .
to the upper metal electrodes through vias etched in
SiO2 dielectric layer. Finally, 25mm gold wires were bonded
to pads on the outside of the 535 mm2 polished quartz chip,
leading to coaxial cables.

The electrons were held in place by dc potentials on e
trodesA, B, and E ~dc ground!, the guard electrodeG
(2ve) and the top plate (2ve). The diameter of the elec
tron sheet was 4 mm. The gap between neighboring e
trodes was only 10mm and so we were able to set the dep
d of the helium above the electrodes to be as low as 50mm
~an order of magnitude lower than any previous Corb
experiment! while maintaining a uniform electron densit
across the gaps. This gave several significant advant
~though some disadvantages!. The segmented electrod
structure enabled the helium surface to be leveled to be
than 1mm. A large ac voltage~0.1 V! was applied to elec-
trodeA and the ac currents to the three segments of elect
B were measured independently as the cryostat was ti
These currents could be balanced to better than 1% by
eling the cryostat using three air mounts~corresponding to 1
mrad!. The tilt of the cryostat was subsequently monitor
using three displacement sensors.

The fractional change in these three signals, on tilting
a measured amount, also enabled the depth of the heliu
be determined, since each current is inversely proportiona
the depth of helium over the electrode. The electron den
profile was calculated numerically, for a given set of ele
trode potentials, by the method of relaxation, from Poisso
equation.36 For d550mm the electron density was very un
form and the width of the edge layer was only 3% of t
radius. The height decreased, as the temperature droppe
about 15mm between 1.3 and 0.3 K, below which it wa
almost constant. The origin of this effect is not clear, thou
it may be due to the increasing surface tension of
helium37 which pulls more liquid up the walls and henc
decreases the bulk level. The height was also sligh
magnetic-field dependent,Dd'B2, presumably due to re
sidual inhomogeneities in the field profile of the magn
across the helium surface.38

The vertical electric fieldE' has been discussed by Yu¨cel
et al.39 However, we use a slightly different expression f
our experiments. For a top plate at a voltageVT a distance
D above grounded electrodes the field is

E'5
2VT

a1d/«
2

ne

2«0

2

~«11!

~a2d!

~a1d/«!
, ~14!

wherea5D2d. The first term is the applied field while th
second term comes from the image charges in the upper

FIG. 3. The geometry of the Corbino electrodes.
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lower metal electrodes. Note that this is the mean elec
field seen by an electron in the equilibrium ground state
motion perpendicular to the surface and does not include
field from the localised polarization charge associated w
each electron. This field contributes to the changes in
electron energy from vertical displacement due to the r
plons and hence to the electron-ripplon interaction. At th
low helium heights it is also necessary to consider the p
sure on the helium surface due to the vertical electric hold
field E' . The total pressurep is reduced because of th
polarization charge and is given byP5«0(Ev

22E1
2)/2 where

Ev is the vertical electric field in the helium vapor above t
electrons andE1 is the field in the liquid. An electron densit
n5131012 m22 at saturation (Ev50) would produce a de-
pression of the helium surface of 0.9mm, which is small
compared with the typical helium depth of 100mm, though
this depression might become significant at higher densit

This electrode geometry design also enabled the elec
density to be accurately determined~crucial for these experi-
ments! by increasing a2ve dc bias voltage,VE , on elec-
trodeE until the ac current between electrodesA andB cut
off sharply, as shown in Fig. 4. An analysis of the elect
fields in the cell shows that, ford,W5200mm, the width
of the E electrode, the cutoff voltageVc is independent of
the top-plate voltage. The electron density is given byn
5k««0Vc /ed, wherek'0.84 is a factor which allows for
the electrons displaced from above electrodeE. The data sets
in Fig. 4 show the cutoff of the capacitative current for t
same electron density at 1.45, 0.89, and 0.57 K. It can
seen that the cutoff voltage decreases as the temper
drops while the capacitive current increases, both co
sponding to a decrease in the helium height.

The high degree of circular symmetry in these precis
electrodes meant that low frequency ed
magnetoplasmons40 ~EMP! were not generated.

C. Measurement of magnetoconductivity

An ac voltageVd between 1 and 200 mV rms~typically
10 mV! at a frequencyf (5v/2p) between 2 and 70 kHz

FIG. 4. The cutoff of the electron current as the voltageVE is
varied for the same density at 1.45, 0.89, and 0.57 K. The sh
decrease in current defines the cutoff voltageVc .
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16 286 55M. J. LEA et al.
was applied to electrodeA and the ac currentI to the elec-
trodesB was measured using a lock-in amplifier. Electro
E was kept at ac ground. For a perfectly conducting elect
sheet the phase of the capacitively coupled currentI is p/2
with respect toVd . The phase shiftf(B) away fromp/2
was measured as a function ofB<8 T for a range of electron
densities, for temperatures 0.25<T<1.3 K. The drive volt-
age induces a heavily damped voltage wave which pro
gates on the 2D transmission line formed by the electr
and the underlying electrodes, with a propagation cons
ke . The radius of the inner electrodeA is r 151.2 mm. The
outer and inner radii of theB electrodes arer 252 mm and
r 351.4 mm, respectively. The current which flows to ele
trodeB when electrodeA is driven is given by41

I5 ivbp2r 1r 3CsgVd

J1~ker 1!

J1~ker 2!

3@J1~ker 3!Y1~ker 2!2J1~ker 2!Y1~ker 3!#, ~15!

whereJ1 andY1 are first-order complex Bessel and Neum
functions, g5@11d/«a#21, and b is the fraction of the
Corbino disk occupied by theB electrodes forr.r 3 . In the
fully screened or local limit and forvt!1 the wave vector
ke5(12 i )/d, where d5A2sxx /vCs and Cs5«0(1/a
1«/d) is the capacitance per unit area between the elect
and the electrodes.42 For a given Corbino geometry the me
sured phase shift is then a function only of the decay len
d, which governs how the phase shift scales with dens
frequency, and conductivity. Allowance for incomple
screening and for finitevt can be made by modifying th
propagation vectorke . For d@r 3 , the purely capacitive cur
rent is determined by the geometrical capacitance and g
by I 05 ivbCsgVdpr 1

2(r 2
22r 1

2)/r 2
2. The normalized curren

I *5I /uI 0u is plotted on an Argand diagram in Fig. 5 asd is
varied. This plot gives a universal locus and is very usefu
validating the data obtained. At the relatively low freque
cies used here, the phase shift in zero magnetic field is v
small and the measured current below 1 K definesI 0 . As

FIG. 5. The normalized resistive component, Re(I* ), vs the ca-
pacitive component Im(I* ), of the ac current for the Corbino elec
trodes used. The solid line shows the theory, Eq.~15!; the circles
are data taken at 1.3 K forn50.6431012 m22 at 70 kHz as the
magnetic field increases to 7 T.
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B increases, the magnetoconductivity decreases and the
plitude and phase of the measuredI are field dependent a
shown in Fig. 6, where both the capacitative and resis
components of the current are plotted. The same data is p
ted on the Argand diagram in Fig. 5, and lies very close
the theoretical response curve. Deviations from the theory
this plot may result from an inhomogeneous electron sh
which gives rise to edge magnetoplasmons or from fin
values ofvt. In all the experiments reported here, only da
which lay on the line of the theoretical response function w
used. The following empirical expression gives an excell
fit to Eq. ~15! for calculating the decay length, and hence t
magnetoconductivity from values of the phase shiftf(B)
,1.3 rad,

1

d2
5

vCs

2sxx~B!
5
1.923106f~B!

120.395f2~B!
, ~16!

where the constants in the last expression depend on
dimensions of the electrodes and were adjusted to allow
the effect of the guard potential in reducing the size of
electron sheet. For small phase shifts,f,0.3, the phase shif
is directly proportional to 1/sxx .

All the measurements reported here are in the linear
Ohmic region. A small quadratic increase in 1/s was ob-
served as the drive voltageVd was increased in the fluid
phase. Saitoh21 has shown that such an increase can be du
a rise in the electron temperature as heat is transferred to
ripplons. For the 10 mV drive normally used, the effect
very small in the fluid phase, though strong nonlinear effe
occur in the solid phase.43

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The Drude region

The magnetoconductivity was measured at temperat
below 1.3 K down to the phase transition to the solid pha
at Tm50.22531026n1/2 K ~Ref. 44! for densities from
0.5 (Tm50.15 K) to 4.0 (Tm50.43 K)31012 m22 in mag-
netic fields up to 8 T. Figure 7 shows 1/s(B) versusB at 1.3
K on a log-log plot, measured at the relatively high fr
quency of 70 kHz to obtain the phase shift in small fields.

FIG. 6. The normalized resistive, Re(I* ), and capacitive,
Im(I* ), components of the ac current as a function of the magn
field at 1.3 K forn50.6431012 m22 at a frequency of 70 kHz.
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55 16 287MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . .
very low fields (B,0.02 T) the reciprocal conductivity
1/s is constant but, asmB@1, increases rapidly and follow
a B2 dependence for over two decades. Lined shows the
excellent fit to the Drude model, Eq.~2a!, with m
524 m2/V s. The phase shift in zero magnetic field cou
only be measured for these relatively low mobilities. Belo
1 K, we find 1/sxx}B

2 at low fields at all temperatures
down to the smallest phase shifts we can resolve at the
quencies used. Following the discussion given above,
Drude behavior implies that the scattering rate is indep
dent of field and hence we can derive experimental values
the electron mobility using Eq.~2a!. This method was origi-
nally used in this system by Iye16 and more recently for
3He and 4He.43,45 Above 1.1 K the scattering is primarily
due to gas-atom scattering and the experimental mob
values are generally within 10% of the theoretical valu
from the expression given by Saitoh.21 Figure 8 shows a plo
of the mobility versus electron density at temperatures of
0.8, 0.7, and 0.6 K. The mobility decreases with increas
density because of the increase in the vertical electric h
ing field E', Eq. ~14!. These values are in close agreeme
with the zero-field measurements of Mehrotraet al.19 This
agreement confirms the premise that small magnetic field
not affect the scattering rate. The solid lines show the th
retical expression for the zero-field mobility including ga
atom scattering and ripplon scattering, Eq.~1!, as discussed
above. Forn5131012 m22 the fraction of the total scatter
ing rate due to ripplons increases from 0.31 at 0.9 K to 0
at 0.6 K. Below 0.6 K, the scattering due to gas atoms
negligible. The electron mobilities below 0.5 K are e
tremely high. For instance, the data at 0.4 K in Fig. 16 c
responds tom52090 m2/V s. Even higher mobilities have
been reported by Shirahama and Kono43 for lower holding
fields.

However, below 0.5 K, the agreement between the exp
ments and the theoretical values given by Eq.~1! becomes
less satisfactory. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8 at 0.6
where the data lie slightly below the theoretical values. T

FIG. 7. The Drude region for magnetoconductivity, showi
1/s(B) vs B at 1.3 K forn50.6431012 m22. Line d shows the fit
to the Drude model while linef is the full theory including many-
electron and single-particle scattering effects.
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simplest interpretation of these results is that this increas
scattering rate is an indication of the quantization of the el
tron motion in the field of the other electrons~since\vp /k
'0.3 K for n51012 m22!. A similar phenomenon, though
not so pronounced at the lower densities, is apparent in
results of Mehrotra et al.19 This was interpreted by
Mehrotra46 as due to extra scattering from viscoelastic mod
in the correlated electron fluid. In our experiments, the
crease inm below 0.5 K is often accompanied by conducti
ity fluctuations which disappear at the transition to the so
phase. This may be related to the nonlinearity which
comes particularly strong once the system become
crystal.43 Further details will be published elsewhere.

B. Magnetoconductivity: Vapor-atom scattering

For a classical or semiclassical system, deviations fr
the Drude model are expected forB.B0 , the onset field for
magnetoresistivity. At 1 K,B0 varies from 0.40 to 0.68 T as
n increases from 0.5 to 231012 m22. This is particularly
interesting above 1 K where the scattering from the gas a
oms is quasielastic and short range and approximate to i
d-function scattering. The interaction is also essentially in
pendent of the electron density and the vertical holding fie
Hence this region is ideal for the comparison of experim
and theory. At 1.3 K, the scattering due to the ripplons c
effectively be neglected. The overall field dependence
1/s at 1.3 K is shown in Fig. 9 forn50.74 and
2.3231012 m22 in fields from 0.1 to 8 T. Below 0.6 T a
Drude-like region is observed, as discussed above, w
1/s}B2, giving a mobility of 24 m2/V s. The solid linesd
andd1 shows the fit to the Drude model. Above 0.8 T, 1s
deviates from the line, though it continues to increase w
field. The dashed lines shows the SCBA result, as given b
van der Heijdenet al.25 for the highest density. Both the fiel
dependence and the absolute magnitude of 1/s are quite dif-
ferent, particularly in the field range from 0.3 to 6 T. The lin
m shows the many-electron theory, Eq.~9!, valid for B
@B050.70 T here. However, at this temperature the con

FIG. 8. The Drude mobilitym vs electron density at 0.6, 0.7
0.8, and 0.9 K. The solid lines show the theoretical zero-field m
bility.
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16 288 55M. J. LEA et al.
bution to the Landau level width from the collision broade
ing is quite significant, particularly above 3 T, and this
combined self-consistently with the many-electron result,
ing Eq.~11!, to give the total 1/s as shown in linest andt1.
This is in excellent agreement with the data at the hig
fields. Figure 9 shows the general features of all the d
First there is a well pronounced Drude region, followed b
crossover to the many-electron theory above an onset
B0 . At the higher fields, the effects of collision broadeni
become more apparent and in the high field limit, domin
the magnetoconductivity, as in the SCBA theory.

A key prediction of the many-electron theory is that t
onset fieldB0 and the crossover from Drude to the man
electron or SCBA theories should be density dependent. T
can be demonstrated by plotting the parameters0 /s(B)
againstB for a range of different electron densities, using t
experimental values ofs(B) and m, as shown in Fig. 10.
This plot normalizes each data set to the Drude-likeB2 de-
pendence at low fields. The behavior which emerges fr
Fig. 10 is thats0 /s(B) initially follows the universal Drude
model ~line d!. A quantum corrected Drude model is als
shown in which the scattering rate is field independent
the diffusion length changes from the classical cyclotron
dius to the magnetic length. Above 1 T,s0 /s(B) saturates
and the saturated value increases with electron density
given by Eq.~6!. In the gas-atom scattering region the ind
pendent electron theory~SCBA! predicts thats0 /s(B)
should be independent of electron density, as discus
above, and is shown as the solid lines in Fig. 10 for a mean
mobility of 24 m2/vs. It can be seen that the data lie betwe
the SCBA line and the Drude model and are density dep
dent. The SCBA represents the maximum possible scatte
rate when the only limitation is the collision width of th
Landau levels. The internal electric fields reduce the sca
ing rate and increase 1/s. Hence the measureds0 /s(B)
should follow the SCBA result only for very low densitie
~depending on the temperature and zero-field mobility! while
for high densities the Drude model holds.

FIG. 9. The inverse conductivity 1/s(B) vs B at 1.3 K for n
50.74 ~h! and 2.32~s! 31012 m22. The lines show the Drude
model~linesd andd1!, the independent electron model~line s! for
the lowest density, the many-electron theory~linem! for the lowest
density, and the total theoretical 1/s ~lines t and t1!.
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The low-field many-electron theory, Eq.~8!, is plotted in
Fig. 10~b! for the same densities as in Fig. 10~a!. This dem-
onstrates the deviations from the Drude model forB.B0
and shows how this occurs at lower fields as the densit
reduced. Above 3 T, the collision width of the Landau leve
increases rapidly while the energy uncertainty due to the
ternal electric fields decreases, leading to a crossover to
SCBA result in higher fields as seen in Fig. 9. It should
stressed that there are no adjustable parameters in thes
culations and hence these experiments constitute a st
confirmation of the theory.

Measurements of 1/s(B) at 1.15 K are shown in Fig. 11
for n50.46 and 1.8531012 m22. At low fields the Drude
model ~lines d and d1! is followed with a mobility m
54262 m2/V s. The dashed lines shows the single-particle

FIG. 10. ~a! s(0)/s(B) vs B2 at 1.3 K for n50.67 ~s!, 1.04
~,!, 1.49~h!, and 2.78~L! 31012 m22. The lines show the Drude
model ~line d!, the independent electron theory~line s!, and the
quantum corrected Drude model~line c!. ~b! The full many-electron
theory ~lines t1 to t4, decreasing density!.

FIG. 11. The inverse conductivity 1/s(B) vs B at 1.15 K for
n50.46 ~h! and 1.85~s! 31012 m22. The lines show the Drude
model~linesd andd1!, the independent electron model~line s! for
the lowest density, the many-electron theory~linem! for the lowest
density, and the total theoretical 1/s ~lines t and t1!.
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55 16 289MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . .
theory for this mobility. The deviation between the data a
this SCBA result is greater than at 1.3 K, particularly nea
T, though the data approaches the SCBA result at the hig
fields, as before. The linest and t1 show the many-electron
theory, including a significant contribution to the scatteri
from the ripplons at this temperature.

C. Magnetoconductivity: Ripplon scattering

Below 1 K, scattering by ripplons becomes the domin
mechanism. Figure 12 shows 1/s versusB at 0.7 K for n
50.5531012 m22. As at higher temperatures, the data fo
low the Drude model~line d! to about 0.4 T before saturatin
at about 1 T aspredicted by Eq.~6!. However, below 1 K,
the quantum limit\vc /kT51.344B/T.1 is soon reached
and the diffusion length becomes the magnetic lengthl ,
which leads to a decrease in 1/s with increasing field, as
given in Eq.~12!. The independent electron theory~line s!
now lies well below the data forB,5 T. The quantum
many-electron theory~line m! is close to the experimenta
result between 1 and 2 T, while at higher fields, 1/s in-
creases due to collision broadening and the calculated
1/s is plotted as linet.

The change in 1/s(B) with temperature is shown in Fig
13 at 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and 0.4 K for densities close
0.5531012 m22. In the Drude region the mobilitym in-
creases as the temperature falls, though the range of field
which 1/s}B2 decreases. The linest1 to t5 show the total
many-electron theory including ripplon and gas-atom scat
ing and the contribution for the collision broadening. As t
field increases, the inverse conductivity saturates and e
decreases slightly in the quantum limit,\vc /kT.1. The
overall agreement is excellent, with no adjustable para
eters.

In order to demonstrate the saturation of 1/s(B) with in-
creasing field as the temperature falls, Fig. 14 sho
ne/ms(B) vsB2 for n51.7131012 m22 at 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, and
0.6 K, using the empirical Drude mobilities of 250, 430, 62
and 760620 m2/V s. This particular plot normalizes eac
data set to the Drude-likeB2 dependence at low fields an

FIG. 12. The inverse conductivity 1/s(B) vs B at 0.7 K forn
50.5531012 m22. The lines show the Drude model~line d!, the
independent electron model~line s!, the many-electron theory~line
m!, and the total theoretical 1/s ~line t!.
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hence is independent of random or systematic errors in
conversion from phase shift to conductivity. In each case
overall behavior is the same as already demonstrated in
13. The Drude model is initially followed~line d!, due to
many-electron effects. The parameterne/ms then saturates
above the onset fieldB0 . The saturation value,}B0

2, de-
creases with decreasing temperature, as predicted by Eq~6!.
The linest1 to t4 show the many-electron calculations.

The density dependence of 1/s at fixed temperature is
shown in Fig. 15 at 0.9 K forn50.54, 0.85, 1.39, and
1.8831012 m22. The mobility due to ripplon scattering i
density-dependent through the effect of the vertical elec
pressing fieldE' on the electron-ripplon interaction. Th
lines t1 to t4 again show the many-electron calculation
with good agreement.

FIG. 13. The inverse conductivity 1/s(B) vs B at 0.9~s!, 0.8
~h!, 0.7 ~n!, 0.6 ~,!, and 0.4~L! K for n50.54, 0.57, 0.55, 0.51
and 0.6031012 m22 ~the mobilities are 284, 540, 980, 1130, an
2090 m2/V s, respectively!. The lines show the full many-electro
theory ~lines t1 to t5, increasing temperature!.

FIG. 14. The measuredne/ms(B) vs B2 at 0.9 ~L!, 0.8 ~h!,
0.7 ~,!, and 0.6~s! K for n51.7131012 m22 ~the mobilities are
250, 430, 620, and 760 m2/V s, respectively!. The lines show the
Drude model~line d! and the full many-electron theory~lines t1
and t4, increasing temperature!.
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16 290 55M. J. LEA et al.
To separate the density dependence due to the m
electron effects from the density dependence of the elect
ripplon interaction, we again plotne/ms vs B as shown in
Fig. 16 at 0.8 K for a range of electron densities, in magne
fields up to 8 T. The parameterne/ms follows the Drude
model, saturates above the onset fieldB0 and finally de-
creases at higher fields. The parameterne/ms increases with
electron density, as given by Eq.~9b!. The independent elec
tron, or SCBA, theory28 for ripplons is shown~line s! for the
lowest density. At this temperature where the mobility
very large, the SCBA overestimatess(B) by at least an or-
der of magnitude at 1 T. The quantum many-electron the
Eq. ~12! is plotted~linest1–t4, increasing density!, including
the contribution from the Landau level collision width~small

FIG. 15. The inverse conductivity 1/s(B) vs B at 0.9 K forn
50.54 ~s!, 0.85~h!, 1.39~n!, and 1.88~,! 31012 m22 ~the mo-
bilities are 284, 276, 257, and 238 m2/V s, respectively!. The lines
show the full many-electron theory~lines t1 to t4, increasing den-
sity!.

FIG. 16. The measuredne/ms(B) vs B at 0.8 K for n50.57
~s!, 1.21 ~L!, 1.62 ~h!, and 2.03~n! 31012 m22 ~the mobilities
are 540, 403, 343, and 259 m2/V s, respectively!. The lines show
the Drude model~line d! and the full many-electron theory~lines t1
to t4, increasing density!. The independent electron theory~line d!
is shown for the lowest density.
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below 3 T!. As the field increases above 0.5 T, the expe
ments crossover from the Drude model to the many-elec
theory, which holds for\vc /kT.2. However, at higher
fields, above 5 T, the collision time decreases and the d
start to approach the independent-electron or SCBA resu

Conversely, we can use the measured 1/s(B) at 2 T, to
obtain experimental values ofEf . At this magnetic field
1/s(B) lies clearly between the SCBA and Drude region
and is proportional toB0

2 and hence the internal electric fiel
Ef . Each measurement ofs at 2 T can be used to derive
value of Ef . Figure 17 shows a plot of the experiment
internal fieldEf vs E05(n3/2kBT/4p«̄«0)

1/2, as defined in
Eq. ~5!. The points come from over 40 combinations of de
sity and temperature between 0.6 and 0.9 K, where a c
prehensive set of experiments were performed. Within
error bars the measured field is indeed proportional toE0
with a constant of proportionality53.160.1. This can be
compared withAF53.0760.03 from the Monte Carlo cal-
culations where the uncertainty represents the variation
the range ofG from 20 to 70 covered by these experimen
This good agreement confirms the interpretation of the m
netoconductivity in terms of the internal electric fields a
the magnitude ofEf from the Monte Carlo simulations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have measured the magnetoconduc
ity s(B) of the nondegenerate two-dimensional electr
fluid on superfluid helium in both the gas-atom and rippl
scattering regimes. In low fields the Drude model is val
due to the smearing of the quantised Landau levels by
internal fluctuating electric fields. Hence the zero-field m
bility can be obtained and is in good agreement with th
retical calculations forT.0.5 K. In the ripplon regime, the
theory explicitly assumes that the electron-electron corre
tion time is less than the relaxation time for the loss of m
mentum to the ripplons.

At higher fields, 1/s saturates and is then proportional
the fluctuating internal electric fields. The strong influence
these fields on the magnetoconductivitys(B) of electrons on
liquid helium below 1 K has been demonstrated experime
tally for B,8 T for 0.25,T,1.3 K. The magnitude and
density dependence ofs(B) cannot be explained usin

FIG. 17. Experimental values of the internal electric fieldEf vs
the scaling fieldE0 . The line showsEf53.1E0 .
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independent-electron theories. The density and tempera
dependence of the internal fields derived from the exp
ments are in excellent agreement with Monte Carlo simu
tions. These results explain the magnetotransport in a no
generate 2D electron fluid where the diffusion of t
cyclotron orbits is dominated by Coulomb interactions.
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APPENDIX

In the important case where the characteristic localiza
length in the direction normal to the surface is small co
pared to the thermal wavelength|T5\(2mkT)21/2, the co-
efficients in Eq.~1! for the scattering ratet0

21 take on the
form ~cap units are used here to match Ref. 13!.

E1'
4a'

~0!kT

e
~Y21.018!,

E2
2'12S a'

~0!kT

e D 2~1.94922.703Y1Y2!, ~A1!

Y5
1

2
lnS 2\2a'

2

mkT D , a'lT!1. ~A2!

The parametera' determines the decay of the electro
wave function normal to the helium surface, and for a var
tional wave function of the formc(z)}z exp(2a'z) the
equation fora' is

a'5a'
~0!s, s32s22

3

2
eE'm\22~a'

~0!!2350,

a'
~0!5

me2

4\2

«21

«11
. ~A3!

In the limit of ‘‘strong’’ classically strong magnetic field
where the magnetoconductivity as a function ofB is close to
saturation we have
o

re
i-
-
e-

r
i-

e;
-

o

n
-

-

tB
215

e2E'
2

4\as
S BB0

D 2Fp21/2 lnS 2BT

B D1
Ẽ1

E'

1
Ẽ2
2

E'
2 G ,

~A4!

BT@B@B0 , BT5mkT/\e ~B/BT[\vc /kT!,

where

Ẽ1'
4a'

~0!kT

pe
~Y20.711!,

Ẽ2
2'8

~a'
~0!!2~kT!2

pe2
~Y222.423Y11.206!. ~A5!

In Eq. ~A4! we have defined the characteristic field for t
onset of magnetoresistanceB0 as

B05S 2pm3kT

\2e2^Ef
21&2D

1/4

. ~A6!

We note that the first term in the square brackets in
~A4! is slightly smaller than the value which follows from
the theory where the corrections'\vc /kT are taken into
account,10 except in the range of extremely large\vc /kT
where these corrections become small. The dependenc
this term onB is very smooth for (mkT\e).B>2B0 ; it has
been found numerically in Ref. 10. On the whole, the co
ductivity as given by Eqs.~6! and~A4! is nearly independen
of B.

In the ultraquantum limit we have

tB
215

e2E'
2

2\as

BT
3/2B1/2

B0
2 F11

Ê1

E'

B

BT
1
Ê2
2

E'
2

B2

BT
2G , B@BT ,

~A7!

where

Ê1'
a'

~0!kT

e
~Ŷ21.018!,

Ê2
2'

3~a'
~0!!2~kT!2

4e2
~Ŷ222.703Ŷ11.949!,

Ŷ5
1

2
lnS 8\a'

2

eB D ~A8!

@in deriving ~A8! we assumed that the magnetic lengthl
5(\/eB)1/2@a'

21#. For B@BT the magnetoconductivity
s5(\e2n/2mkTvc)tB

21, and it follows from ~A7! that it
increases withB. Expressions for the magnetoconductivi
in the crossover region from the Drude behavior to the sa
ration and high field regions are given in Ref. 10.
tor
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